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HIGHLIGHTS OF MARK'S GOSPEL 
 

A.  PRELIMINARY SIDE TRACK 
1.  In last week's study of the King in Matthew, the following was 

among the verses: 
 
Matt 12.40 
      "...for just as JONAH WAS THREE DAYS AND THREE NIGHTS  
       IN THE BELLY OF THE SEA MONSTER, so will the Son of Man 
       be three days and three nights in the heart of the earth." 
 

2.  A class member asked how can that be, since Jesus arose the morning 
of the third day, and wasn't in the tomb the 3rd night ? 

a.)  Jesus was hurriedly buried on Friday before the Sabbath began at sundown 
b.)  He had arose before sun rise on Sunday 

 
3.  The answer is in how the Jews counted days in those times 

 
"The period during which He was to lie in the grave is here expressed in round  
  numbers, according to the Jewish way of speaking, which was to regard  
  any part of a day, however small, included within a period of days, as a full day. " 
 
- Jamieson, R., Fausset, A. R., & Brown, D. (1997).  
        Commentary Critical and Explanatory on the Whole Bible (Vol. 2, p. 42). 
 
"Since the Jews reckoned part of a day as a full day, the "three days and three  
   nights" could permit a Friday crucifixion." 
 
- Barbieri, L. A., Jr. (1985). Matthew. In J. F. Walvoord & R. B. Zuck (Eds.),  
          The Bible Knowledge Commentary: An Exposition of the Scriptures (Vol. 2, p. 47 
 
"First-century Jews understood the calendar day to begin at sunset. In accordance  
  with Jesus' predictions, He remained buried for parts of three calendar days:  
 the end of Friday, the entirety of Saturday (the Sabbath), and roughly the first  
  half of Sunday (from sunset to sunrise)" 
 
- Barry, J. D., Mangum, D., Brown, D. R., Heiser, M. S., Custis, M., Ritzema, E. 
              , … Bomar, D. (2012, 2016). Faithlife Study Bible (Lk 24:1) 
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B.  NATURE OF MARK 
1.  Mark is fast-paced and blunt 

a.)  He uses simple words and descriptions to maintain 
focus on what Jesus is doing 
 

b.)  Everything happens in quick sequence, often signaled 
by "immediately" 
 
 Mk 1.12: "Immediately the Spirit *impelled Him to go out into the wilderness". 
 Mk 1.18: "Immediately they left their nets and followed Him" 
 Mk 1.21: "...immediately on the Sabbath He entered the synagogue and  
                 began to teach" 
 Mk 1.28: "Immediately the news about Him spread everywhere into all the  
                surrounding district of Galilee" 
 

2.  He drives quickly toward showing that Jesus is the Messiah 
a.)  He spends very little time on arriving at the beginning 

of Jesus' ministry - first 15 verses of Chapter 1 
 

b.)  Note Jesus announcement of His ministry (Mk 1.15) 
 
"...The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at  
    hand; repent and believe in the gospel.” 
 

c.)  He shows two aspects of the reaction to this statement 
1.)  The conflict in the society brought on by Jesus' radical message of 

the kingdom 
2.)  The failure of many to recognize the true nature of that  

kingdom 
 

3.  Jesus' ministry of the coming kingdom affected many areas 
a.)  The religious leaders' reaction to the people lauding His 

teaching over theirs  (Mk 1.21-22) 
 

b.)  They also scoffed at the idea that He knew about God's 
treatment of sin than they did (Mk 2.6-7) 
 

c.)  Jesus' repeated mention of the coming kingdom and God's 
sovereignty over it aroused the politicians to join the religious  
leaders in opposing Him (Mk 3.6) 
 

d.)  His claims even drove into the cultural elements (Mk 3.21-22, 31) 
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C.  A MAIN THEME - CLEANING UP AN UNCLEAN LAND AND PEOPLE 
1.  Note two opening announcements of Mark 

a.)  (Mk 1.3-4) John the Baptist's announcement 
b.)  (Mk 1.15)  Jesus' announcement 
c.)  Why was the kingdom needed ? 

1.)   The land and the people both had the worst of problems 
>  Poor, diseased, overcome by demons 
>  Mark emphasizes wholeness and purity as the 

work of the kingdom throughout 
 

2.)  Note that political oppression was never mentioned 
>  Their problems were root deep 
>  Had they accepted God's direction, they could be dealing 

with the oppression problems satisfactorily 
 

2.  To appreciate the true impact of Jesus' works, we must ask "What is disease ?" 
a.)  The Jewish people knew nothing about viruses and bacteria 
b.)  They believed that the curse from the Fall  caused their problems 

1.)  Had brought about chaos and disorder  
    > We know it as 2nd Law of Thermodynamics > increasing disorder 
 

2.)  Disorder separates mankind from God 
>  In fact, the worst of the afflicted were even separated from society 

-- (Lev 13.45-46) The leper is to live alone and be away from people 
-- (Lev 21.18) Deaf, blind, imperfect barred from worship 
-- These restrictions are to remind people that God is holy, 

and they are separated from Him 
 

3.  Jesus' works both restored health and restored the person to God's community 
a.)  The cleansing was both physical and spiritual 
b.)  Note the leper (Mk 1.40-45) 

1.)  He didn't ask for physical healing 
2.)  He asked Jesus "...make me clean ..." > Gk kath·ar·id·zo 

>  Cover both physical and spiritual healing 
 

3.)  After being made clean, he was to go to the spiritual leader 
>  There were two sacrifices for the ex-leper to make 
>  These marked his healing and his rejoining the community 
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c.)  The paralyzed man (Mk 2.1-11) 
1.)  (vs 5) Jesus promptly tells him his sins are forgiven 
2.)  Jesus apparently knew that his paralysis was due the effects of sin 

>  (Not always the case) 
 

3.)  (vs 10-11) Jesus said the man is healed because his sins 
have been forgiven 
 

d.)  And others were both healed and cleansed back to acceptance 
1.)  Man with the withered hand 
2.)  The woman with chronic hemorrhage 

 
4.  Looking more deeply at the spiritual side of cleansing 

a.)  (Mk 3.23-27) Jesus stated another side of His mission 
1.)  To divide Satan's kingdom (on earth) 
2.)  To plunder his house 

 
b.)  Note what the demons say about this as Jesus encounters them 

1.)  (Mk 1.24) as He come to destroy them ? 
2.)  (Mk 3.11) They acknowledge that He is the Son of God 
3.)  (Mk 5.7) They don't want Him to torment them 

 
c.)  (Mk 1.32-34) Jesus is cleansing the land, physically & spiritually 

1.)  The kingdom is establishing a foothold by the deeds of the King 
 

d.)  Also note that this cleansing by Jesus wasn't limited to Jewish people 
1.)  The Gerasene demoniac in the land of swineherds  
2.)  The Syrophoenician woman's demon-possessed daughter 
3.)  God's kingdom knows no boundaries 

 
D.  THREE TRUTHS BROUGHT OUT 

1.  Mark sometimes sandwiches an event between two statements 
illustrating a truth 
 

2.  Here are three examples 
a.)  Jesus shows True Teaching (Mark 1.21-28) 

1.)  The central story is the exorcism of the demoniac 
2.)  But the event is prefaced and finished by a key point 

>  The people are amazed by His teaching (vs 22) 
>  The people are now even more amazed by His teaching (vs 27) 

-- They don't even mention the exorcism 
-- Now they see that He is teaching with authority ! 
-- He backs up His teaching by showing His power 
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b.)  Jesus defines what is True Family (Mk 3.20-35) 
1.)  The central story shows the scribes accusing Jesus of working 

with Satan to cast out demons 
2.)  But the event is again prefaced and finished by a key point 

>  Note that His family set out to say that He is out of His mind 
(Mk 3.21) 

>  Jesus answers the scribes' accusations 
>  Then His family arrives to take Him away (3.31-32) 

-- Note the answer that Jesus gives (vs 33-35) 
-- He states that His true family are those that do God's will 

 
>  Important points about His statement 

-- In the Greek, the words "brother and sister and mother" 
do not have an article = a qualitative statement 

-- He is saying that those doing God's will are related spiritually 
 

c.)  Jesus shows that He has True Authority (Mk 11.12-25) 
1.)  The central story shows Jesus arriving in Jerusalem and immediately 

driving the money changers out of the temple 
2.)  This time, we see a seemingly unrelated event brackets this story 

>  (vs 11-14) Jesus expects to see fruit on a fig tree, but He sees none 
-- A fig tree wouldn't expect to bear fruit for another two months 
-- But it does show fruit before fully leafing out 
-- This tree gave the appearance of promise falsely, so Jesus 

curses it to never bear fruit again 
 

>  Jesus then proceeds to cleanse the temple with force 
>  (vs 20-21) As they exit the city, they see the fig tree has withered 

-- In answer, Jesus points out that He has the authority to deal 
with lack of fruitfulness 

-- (vs 23-24) Jesus also states that believers should have faith that 
God will not let obstacles stand in the way of His kingdom 
 

3.)  The two stories are really related 
>  Israel is often related to a fruitless fig tree in the OT 

-- Their entire existence was to grow in influence for the 
world to accept the coming Messiah 

-- Instead, they had borne no fruit whatsoever 
 

>  Jesus shows He has come to judge the fruitlessness of Israel, 
and has the authority to do so 
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E.  FAILING DISCIPLES 
1.  Let's face it - the disciples failed more than they succeeded 

a.)  Mark probably documents more of these failures than the other Gospels 
 

2.  They begin well as the positive disciples 
a.)  (Mk 1.16-20, 2.14) They dropped everything to follow Him 
b.)  (Mk 3.14-15, 6.30) Twelve were appointed apostles, sent out to teach, 

 preach, and cast out demons 
 

c.)  (Mk 4.11) They are granted the secret of God's kingdom 
1.)  They were being taught and began to understand the true nature 

of what God's kingdom was all about 
 

3.  Yet they appeared to show more failings than successes 
a.)  (Mk 4.13, 7.18) They don't understand Jesus' teaching 
b.)  (Mk 6.37, 52, 8.4) They don't understand His authority and power 
c.)  (Mk 8.31-32) They don't appreciate His messianic mission 
d.)  (Mk 9.38, 10.37) They act out of pride and self-interest 
e.)  (Mk 4.40) He rebukes their lack of faith 

 
4.  The disciples' problem appears to come from their inability to accept 

that Jesus had to suffer and die                  
a.)  Illustrated by three parallel cycles in Mark 

1.)  Mk 8.31-38: He opens the subject, Peter rebukes Him 
2.)  Mk 9.31-32: He adds the facts that He will be delivered 

   to men who will kill Him, but He will rise three days later 
3.)  Mk 10.33-45: He adds more facts as to how He will suffer at 

   the hands of the high priests and scribes 
 

b.)  In each ... 
1.)  Jesus predicts His death 
2.)  The disciples misunderstand His true mission, react out of 

pride or self-interest 
3.)  Jesus responds by teaching about humility and leading by 

being a servant 
>  Mk 10.45: Jesus' statement illustrates the theme of 

Mark's Gospel 
 
“For even the Son of Man did not come to be served, but  
   to serve, and to give His life a ransom for many.” 
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5.  Fortunately, this is not the end of the story for the disciples 
a.)  Referring to Acts, the disciples successfully spread the Gospel 

as directed to do 
 

b.)  But Mark's story doesn't tell that because of his focus 
1.)  The disciples were often faithless, but Jesus was ever faithful 
2.)  When He was suffering and dying, the disciples all ran 

and hid 
>  It is an illustration of how believers are NOT to behave 
>  Through the ages, Christians have had many periods of 

suffering and had to remain faithful through them 
-- Note Jesus' challenge to us all (Mk 8.34) 

 
F.  WOMEN IN MARK - EXAMPLES OF SUCCESSFUL DISCIPLES 

1.  Mark treats women distinctively 
a.)  Stories involving women appear throughout 
b.)  As chapters progress, characters who are women 

increase in importance 
c.)  Their faith and insight provide a counter balance to 

failures of Jesus' male followers 
 

2.  Peter's mother-in-law (Mk 1.30-31) 
a.)  This was Jesus' 1st healing in Mark 

1.)  He takes her hand and raises her from the bed 
>  "raised" > Gk egeiro > same word in Jesus' resurrection 

 
2.)  She serves Jesus and His first four disciples a meal 

>  "waited on" > Gk diakoneo > to serve 
>  Note how this word links her to Jesus' later experiences 

-- Same word describing angles waiting on Jesus 
in the wilderness (Mk 1.13) 

-- Same word describing Jesus as serving man (Mk 10.45) 
 

3.  Jesus' mother 
a.)  Early mention (Mk 3.21, 31-35) 

1.)  Mary and other family members fail to understand what her  
Son is doing 

2.)  When Jesus is informed that His family is calling Him, He 
states that His family is those who do the will of God 
>  This illustrates how the arrival of the kingdom of God 

redefines the family unit 
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b.)  Things decline in the next event (Mark 6.1-6) 
1.)  Jesus teaches in the synagogue in Nazareth, His home town 
2.)  The hearers are amazed at His teaching and miracles 
3.)  He is recognized as Mary's Son, so they cannot accept what  

they see and hear as true 
 

c.)  Witnessing His death and burial (Mark 15.41, 47) 
1.)  Note that the male disciples have fled 
2.)  Also note vs 41 that a number of women were in His disciples 

>  Example of Jesus breaking the norms of the time 
-- Women were to limit their public activities 
-- Ministered to His needs, unheard of women traveling 

with unrelated men 
 

4.  Woman suffering from hemorrhages (Mark 5.25-34) 
a.)  Many of the healings of women described in the  

Gospels were from requests made by men 
b.)  But this woman is an example of those who acted 

on their own                      
1.)  Not acceptable within this society & culture 
2.)  But she acts in faith of healing and touches His garment 
3.)  Jesus responds to feeling that faith and says she is healed 

>  "made you well" > Gk sozo can mean that her faith  
had both physically healed her and spiritually saved her 
 

5.  Syrophoenician woman (Mk 7.24-30) 
a.)  A Syrophoenician is a Phoenician from Syria vs. one 

from North Africa 
b.)  Note three things about this woman 

1.)  She approaches Jesus alone, against the culture 
2.)  She approaches a Jew being a Gentile 
3.)  She challenges Jesus' words 

 
c.)  Her key virtue is that she understand that the kingdom of 

God is for everyone           
1.)  On this belief and faith in Jesus' authority, her daughter 

is healed 
 

6.  The poor widow (Mark 12.41-44) 
a.)  She gave 1/64th of a day's wages 
b.)  Jesus lauded her for putting in all that she had to live on 

1.)  He praised her for her devotion to God 
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7.  The woman at Bethany (Mark 14.3-9) 
a.)  Those around chastised her for wasting this expensive perfume, 

but Jesus chided them for not understanding 
b.)  By pointing out that she was anointing Him toward His 

burial, she was acknowledging Him as the Messiah 
1.)  Stands out against the attitude of males toward His 

likely true identity 
 

8.  Three women at the crucifixion and the Garden Tomb  
a.)  First of all, they stayed by Him at the cross (Mark 15.40-41) 
b.)  Two of them came to the tomb where they were burying 

Him (Mk 15.47) 
c.)  And all three witnessed the empty tomb and His resurrection 

(Mk 16.1-8) 
 

9.  Summary 
a.)  Mark's Gospel demonstrates that the kingdom of God 

redefines everything, including gender roles 
 

b.)  In spite of the patriarchal culture, women are shown to be 
equal to men as Jesus' disciples 

1.)  Mark's thrust is Jesus as Servant (Mk 10.45) 
2.)  The women are shown as following His example 

 
G.  CONCLUSION 

1.  Jesus worked many miracles 
a.)  But they were more than that 

 
2.  Note the chain among them showing the reclamation 

of creation to the Creator God 
a.)  Jesus began that reclamation 

1.)  As Servant 
2.)  As Messiah 
3.)  As King 
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